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A B S T R A C T

In this paper, we propose a control and optimization framework to reduce network-wide emis-
sions in an urban traffic network. The framework is comprised of two layers. The first layer
(optimal green routing) predicts the optimal splitting coefficients for all Origin–Destination (OD)
pairs crossing the city center or bypassing. As implementing optimal routing strategies on the
field is almost impossible as we do not have direct control over the user’s decisions, we choose to
balance travel time through gating at the city perimeter so that the usual Dynamic User
Equilibrium (DUE) discipline matches the optimal splitting coefficients. The second layer then
adjusts inflows at the city gates to the DUE solution based on the instantaneous travel times
corresponding to the optimal routing strategy for each OD pair. The accumulation-based
Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD) model of a single reservoir city with seven arterial
routes and six bypass alternatives is developed. A Linear programming problem is formulated to
determine the optimal splitting coefficients and a Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NMPC)-
based gating control strategy is designed to track the optimal splitting coefficients. The network-
wide emission control framework is compared to three other gating strategies aiming to (i) op-
timize traffic conditions or (ii) minimize emissions, in the inner-city only, and (iii) optimize
traffic conditions in the whole network. A comprehensive analysis conducted on all four ap-
proaches is presented. We compare the results of the controlled case with respect to the un-
controlled case and with respect to each other. The comparison results show that: (i) the pro-
posed network-wide emission control strategy significantly outperforms the other two simpler
control strategies focusing on inner-city only in reducing the total emission, (ii) but also improves
the in total time spent and mean speed at the network-level.

1. Introduction

One of the major source of emissions in cities is vehicular traffic which generates harmful gases such as Carbon Monoxide (CO)
and Dioxide (CO2), Nitrogen Oxides (NOx), Hydrocarbon (HC), etc. (Choudhary and Gokhale, 2016; Thaker and Gokhale, 2016;
Mascia et al., 2017). The amount of emissions increases during traffic congestion, which also leads to increased fuel consumption. To
deal with the problem of congestion and emissions in an urban traffic network, the application of control systems engineering has
gained significant attention to the ensure efficient and reliable operation of urban traffic networks. In the following, we concisely
discuss such approaches.
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In recent years, significant efforts have been made to reduce the congestion by different means like traffic signal optimization,
ramp metering, speed control, route guidance, etc. Perimeter control strategies (such as Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID),
Model Predictive Control (MPC), optimal control, etc.) have also been seen as a promising direction to improve network performance
e.g., PI controller (Haddad and Shraiber, 2014; Kouvelas et al., 2017a), MPC (Sirmatel and Geroliminis, 2016; Kouvelas et al., 2017b;
Yang et al., 2017; Sirmatel and Geroliminis, 2018; Ni and Cassidy, 2019; Kim et al., 2019), etc.

To control the traffic flow, the work in Sirmatel and Geroliminis (2018) and Ding et al. (2017) coupled route guidance with
perimeter control to minimize total network delay. This approach proposes a global optimization of the transportation system but
assumes that users will comply with optimal route guidance. In practice, users usually prefer to minimize their own cost (travel times)
selfishly and have little care for route guidance that do not feel good for them. So, such a strategy is hard to implement in practice. To
deal with the waiting queues at the perimeter, work in Hajiahmadi et al., 2015 and Kouvelas et al. (2017a) has derived an optimal
perimeter control strategy that accounts for the effect of queuing vehicles. Perimeter control and route guidance strategies for a
heterogeneous network (comprised of arterial and freeway) using MPC are discussed in Geroliminis et al. (2013), Haddad et al.
(2013), Frejo et al. (2014), Csikós et al. (2018), Han et al. (2018), Yildirimoglu et al. (2018), Ye et al. (2019), Ferrara et al. (2018),
and Ye et al. (2019). Hierarchical perimeter control schemes are also been used in the traffic control (see e.g., Fu et al., 2017;
Yildirimoglu et al., 2018; Han et al., 2020).

Most of the work in the perimeter control considered the concept of Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD) to characterize the
traffic dynamics in urban networks. This concept provides a well-defined relation between space-mean flow and density. The concept
was initially proposed by Godfrey (1969) and similar approaches were introduced later by Mahmassani et al. (1984), Daganzo
(2007), Geroliminis and Daganzo (2008).

In the literature, there are two forms of MFD models, the accumulation-based and trip-based model. The accumulation-based
model is simply a conservation equation, where the outflow is determined by the MFD function. The trip-based model tracks all
vehicle-traveled distances inside the reservoir while assigning the same instantaneous speed to all vehicles defined by MFD. The most
recent studies (Mariotte et al., 2017; Mariotte and Leclercq, 2019) showed that the trip-based model provides significant improve-
ments (experienced travel times and the delay between inflow variation to outflow response) in free-flow but the accumulation-based
model better deal with solution with saturation and congestion period. As traffic control is operating when traffic conditions are
saturated or congested, we choose the accumulation-based formulation here.

Most of the works in this research area focuses on the issues associated with congestion inside the controlled area. The side-effects
(such as delays, queues, emissions, etc.) of the perimeter control strategies have received less attention. Side-effects can come from
the control strategy itself or from how users adapt to the modified traffic conditions. When perimeter control is active around a
control region, two opposite effects can be observed: (i) increased of mean speed inside the region (reduction of congestion), which
tend to less emission per kilometer (positive effect)) (ii) increase of travel distance for vehicles that choose no longer to enter the
region but instead bypass it (negative effect). In recent years, the combination of multi-objective control strategies has been presented
but not at the full-city scale. For example, in Groot et al. (2013) the hybrid MPC framework is presented to optimize Total Time Spent
(TTS), emissions, and fuel consumption of the freeway traffic. Similarly, several approaches to reduce freeway congestion and
emissions is presented, such as a nonlinear optimal control (Pasquale et al., 2015), ramp metering and routing (Pasquale et al., 2017),
hybrid MPC (Frejo et al., 2014; Csikós et al., 2018) for signal control, nonlinear MPC (Lin et al., 2013; Jamshidnejad et al., 2017;
Chen et al., 2019), etc.

Authors in Luo et al. (2016) have presented a real-time en-route diversion control strategy with multiple objectives (traffic
efficiency, emission reduction, and fuel economy) using the MPC framework. The simulation results showed that the routing control
can provide a well-balanced network performance but required that users follow diversion guidance. A real-time signal control
framework based on a Nonlinear Decision Rule (NDR) for congestion and emission reduction using signal control is presented in Song
et al. (2019). Congestion and emissions in traffic networks can also be reduced by road pricing strategies (Cavallaro et al., 2018; Chen
and Yang, 2012; Liu and Geroliminis, 2017; Long and Szeto, 2019). If road pricing are known to have positive long-term effect, it may
also result in social inequality or unacceptance. Furthermore, pricing to be effective, it should be dynamic and in practice it is difficult
to implement fast varying changes in prices. The framework we propose here use the well-established perimeter control framework
but in a completely different setting (reduction of network-wide emission). Compared to the pricing schemes, our framework is more
reactive and can appropriately balance Origin–Destination (OD) flows within the different route options in real-time.

In this paper, we directly reproduce traffic conditions at the full-city level considering three main network components (inner-
city, inbound links, and bypass network). To access the traffic-related emissions, we need to use appropriate emission laws, i.e.,
macroscopic ones. Macroscopic models use mainly mean speed and travel distance to estimate network-wide emission levels. Several
macroscopic emission models exists, e.g., Mobile Source Emission Model (MOBILE) (EPA, 2003), Emission Factors (EMFAC) model
(CARB, 2017) and COPERT IV model (Ntziachristos et al., 2009), Handbook Emission Factors for Road Transport (HBEFA) (Keller,
2017), etc. For the review and comparison of the above emission models, refer to Fujita et al. (2012), Franco et al. (2013),Osorio and
Nanduri (2015), Wang et al. (2018).

Note that, authors in Shabihkhani and Gonzales (2014) used the MFD to analytically estimate the network-wide emission and
compared it to the microscopic emission model presented in EPA (2014). A framework for modeling the traffic emissions with the
Network Fundamental Diagram (NFD) concept is presented in Csikós et al. (2015) and the model accuracy is compared with the
VERSIT+Micro model. The results of two case studies showed that the macroscopic model (based on mean speed and COPERT IV)
leads to the good estimates for emissions. Authors in Saedi et al. (2018) proposed a mesoscopic approach that is capable of estimating
emission for large networks, as well as capturing the effects of traffic flow dynamics. In this study, they used the network-wide traffic
flow characteristics from NFD in the estimation of vehicular emissions. The mean speed-based emission models have been used to
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estimate fuel consumption (Samaras et al., 2019). These aforementioned works showed that the mean speed and travel distance
obtained from MFD/NFD models are accurate enough to predict good estimations when using macroscopic emission laws.

Our review of the different strategies to reduce traffic emission shows that, optimal routing is very promising because it switches
some vehicles from the shortest paths with usually higher congestion to a longer paths with higher speed. This can reduce the
emissions despite the increase of trip length. Unfortunately, such strategies are almost impossible to implement in practice as users
can easily assess their travel time increase and decide not to follow the guidance. Contrary to railways or air traffic, no central control
authority can adequately enforce vehicle routing in the road network. This is why we propose here to investigate a completely new
concept corresponding to an indirect control strategy that can result in optimal and green routing. The idea is to detour the classical
objective of perimeter/gating strategy, i.e., imposing the traffic condition inside the controlled area, to enforce delays to enter the
region when re-routing vehicles would be more effective for reducing the total emission. In a sense, we introduce special costs in
terms of travel times to lure the rooted user equilibrium discipline in a favorable way for the environment, gating queues will force
user re-routing when necessary.

In short, our network-wide emission control strategy is composed of two layers. The first layer (optimal green routing) determines
for the next time horizon the optimal splitting coefficient for all OD pairs (only two alternatives are possible for each OD). The second
layer is a Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NMPC)-based gating controller, which determines the flow limits that can enter the
city at each time-step over the time horizon so that the DUE discipline distributes users among both alternatives as close as possible to
the optimal splitting coefficient. The efficiency of the proposed strategy is demonstrated through a case study of a single reservoir city
(with one internal route, six OD pairs, and six bypass routes) and its performance is analyzed and compared with the nocontrol case.
The performance of the network-wide emission control strategy is presented and compared with the congestion and emission control
only inside the reservoir. In all cases, NMPC results are compared with the no-control case. Results indicate that, the proposed
strategy can significantly reduce network-wide emissions and TTS, and increase mean speed in the reservoir.

This work is a continuation and extension of our earlier work (Ingole et al., 2019) where we first presented the concept of
network-wide emission mitigation based on optimal gating. This paper presents all the methodological details and more complex
implementation with different network settings. We improved, in particular, the smoothing of optimal emission coefficients and
present a test case where multiple gates are acting simultaneously. Finally, we present a full comparison with other classical gating
control approaches. This paper also benefits from some earlier methodological contributions from Ingole et al. (2020). This paper
presents a methodological framework to predict user’s re-routing attitudes when the perimeter flow of a region is controlled. This
framework calculates the fraction of vehicles that take a detour instead of crossing the inner city to fulfill user equilibrium conditions,
i.e., the same travel times for all alternatives. In Ingole et al. (2020), the perimeter control strategy is classical and only minimizes the
total travel distance inside the region. We used a simple PI controller that monitors the deviation between the current and optimal
accumulation inside the inner city. We showed that it could lead to undesirable side effects, like a significant increase in total network
emissions because of the extra distances traveled by some vehicles. This inspires the current paper, where we present a completely
new control framework able to find the right balance between the detour and the traffic conditions inside the inner city. The
challenge from a control point of view is that we decided not to directly manipulate the path flow between the different alternatives
for each OD pairs because this is not feasible in practice. We instead chose to keep the field-proven perimeter control framework and
indirectly modified the flow distributions by controlling the inner-city entry gates. To this end, we propose here a double-layer
optimization framework. The upper-level derives an optimal routing strategy from a linear optimization problem using quasi-static
approximations of the system dynamics. The lower-level makes the system converges to the optimal path flow distributions using an
advanced predictive control framework (NMPC) that considers the full system dynamics.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The urban network under consideration is introduced in the next section. Section 2
describes the problem statement of this work. In Section 3, an overview of the traffic flow model is given. Section 4 describes the
routing strategy and emission calculations. Section 5 describes the design of the gating control strategy. Section 6 demonstrates the
results of the proposed approach and the concluding remarks are given in Section 7.

2. Problem statement

The city network is partitioned into two parts: the inner-city, which is inside the control perimeter and the suburb network. We
consider three main OD points outside the city North, Southeast, and Southwest. The proposed modeling framework can adjust to any
number of OD points and we choose three to keep the result analysis tractable. For each OD pair (six in total), users can choose to
either take the shortest path in distance and cross the city or make a detour and bypass the center through the suburb network. We
introduce then the concept of regional paths, which is widely used for MFD simulations. The regional paths aggregate a list of local
paths on the real-network with the same origin and destination into one. Thus, for the six OD pairs, two regional paths are considered
heading to the definition of six regional paths inside the city and six others around in the suburbs, see Fig. 1. Note that all internal
regional paths (in the city) are preceded by an Inbound Link (IL) just upstream of the gating points. It represents the aggregation of all
portions of the road on which vehicles may wait due to inflow limitation (natural propagation of congestion or control actions).
Finally, a supplementary internal route is added to represent vehicles that only travel inside the inner-city.

We assume that the traffic dynamics of the reservoir is given by a well-defined production-MFD P n( ) (in [veh·m/s]), or
equivalently, a speed-MFD V n( ) (in [m/s]), where n (in [veh]) is the total number of vehicles in the reservoir. The P n( ) is char-
acterized by values such as: jam accumulation nj, critical accumulation nc, maximum production or capacity =P P n( )c c , and free-flow
speed =v dP dn(0)/ . The entry and exit of the reservoir gather all their respective individual nodes. At the entry, total effective inflow
is given by q t( )in and at the exit, total effective outflow is given by q t( )out (in [veh/s]).
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The objective of this work is threefold: first, to develop an accumulation-based model and DUE model for the network shown in
Fig. 1; second, to design a model-based gating control strategy to reduce network-wide NOx emission, and the third is to compare the
performance of our network-wide emission control strategy with the classical NMPC controller targeting inner-city only. Note that
only NOx emission is considered to demonstrate our framework but as all emissions curves have similar trends concerning mean
speed, all the methodology can be generalized for other pollutants. Only numerical results will be changed. It is also worth to mention
that in Layer 1, we use only NOx to find optimal green routing.

3. Traffic modeling

In this section, we introduce the accumulation-based MFD model designed for a single reservoir with multiple routes. The total
system includes, regional routes inside the city network and bypass routes in the suburbs. First, we ignore the bypass and inbound
links and focus on the traffic dynamics inside the reservoir. The accumulation-based model considering multiple internal routes of
lengths Li has been extensively studied in Mariotte and Leclercq (2019). The accumulations ni are the numbers of vehicles traveling
on each route i inside the reservoir, satisfying the following system (Geroliminis, 2015):

= …dn
dt

q t q t i c( ) ( ), {1, , },i
i iin, out, (1)

where q t( )iin, is the effective inflow and q t( )iout, is the outflow of route i.
In this work, we use the model of flow exchange at perimeter proposed by Mariotte and Leclercq (2019) to define q t( )iin, and

q t( )iout, . The effective inflow q t( )iin, for transfer trip i is the result of rivalry between the corresponding demand t( )i and entry supply
function I n n( , )i i . We also account for a queue at the entry of each route (described by a point-queue model) to store the waiting
vehicles when the demand is not satisfied. These vehicles are physically waiting on the corresponding inbound link in our network.
The inflow of internal trips is assumed to be unrestricted, thus equal to its demand. As a result, the inflow of any route i is expressed
by:

=
=

q t t I n t n t u t i
t i

( ) min( ( ), ( ( ), ( )), ( )), 2,
( ), 1,i

i i i i

i
in, (2)

where u t( )i is the gating inflow obtained by perimeter controller and the entry supply function is given by:

=
<

I n n
n n

( , )
, if ,

, otherwise.
i i

n
n

P
L c

n
n

P n
L
( )

i c
i

i
i (3)

This shape is however too restrictive because it does not allow the inflow values to exceed the reservoir flow capacity by construction.
If this was true, there would be no need for controlling inflows during congestion. In reality, the entry flow is at first limited by the
total capacity of entry points, which is higher than the reservoir capacity. To mimic this effect, we added a fixed coefficient > 1 to
let the total inflow temporarily exceed the reservoir capacity. In this work, we fixed = 1.3, see Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Single reservoir network with one internal route R( )1 , six external routes …R R( , , )2 7 , six bypass routes …F F( , , )2 7 , and six inflow controlled
gates.
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The outflows q t( )iout, are the result of reservoir inner dynamics and inter-dependent through the following relationships between
the most constrained outflow j and other effective outflow i as follows (Mariotte and Leclercq, 2019):

=q t µ t O n n( ) min( ( ), ( , )),j j j jout, (4)

where =j argmin i
µ

O n n1 ( , )
i

i i
and

=q t n t
n t

L
L

q t i j( ) ( )
( )

( ), .i
i

j

j

i
jout, out, (5)

The function O n n( , )i i is the demand for outflow of route i. As in (Mariotte and Leclercq, 2019), in over-saturated situations, we
assume this demand to be maximum for transfer trips (outflow at the reservoir exit border), and to decrease along the production-
MFD for internal trips (the rate at which destinations are reached inside the reservoir): for a transfer trip:

=
<

O n n
n n

( , )
, if ,

, otherwise,
i i

n
n

P n
L c

n
n

P
L

( )i
i

i c
i (6)

for an internal trip:

=O n n n
n

P n
L

( , ) ( ) .i i
i

i (7)

For more details about the considered accumulation-based model, see Mariotte et al. (2017), Mariotte and Leclercq (2019).

4. Routing Discipline and Emission Calculations

4.1. User equilibrium discipline

For each OD pairs, as shown in Fig. 1, the users willing to enter the route Ri (i 2) can choose to take the bypass Fi instead of
entering the inbound link and crossing the reservoir to reach their destination. The bypass Fi is assumed to have a higher capacity

Fig. 2. Production-MFD and production entry supply function.
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than all the city street represented by route Ri, so that the travel times on the suburb route is almost constant. Note that this modeling
framework has been extended with time-dependent travel times profiles for bypass routes as long as the profile is piece-wise constant
and time intervals are not to small (Ingole et al., 2020). We keep here a single mean travel time value for each suburb route as this is
not essential to demonstrate the capabilities of our global framework to minimize emissions. Hence, if we assume that these travelers
are making their choices according to DUE, we should have the following relationships in travel time at any time t:

+ + <
+ + =

T t T t T t T
T t T t T t T

( ) ( ( )) no one chooses the bypass,
( ) ( ( )) at least one user chooses the bypass,

IL i R i IL i F i

IL i R i IL i F i

, , , ,

, , , , (8)

where TF i, is the bypass constant travel time, T t( )IL i, and T t( )R i, are the instantaneous travel times on the inbound link and in the
reservoir, respectively, for route Ri (that will be experienced by users entering the reservoir or the inbound link at t). The inbound link
is assumed to have a total length LIL i, , and to consist of two parts: the first one is free-flow with speed vIL i, , and the second one is
congested, dynamically represented by a point-queue model. Thus, its travel time consists of two terms:

= + +T t L v t L v( ) / ( / )IL i IL i IL i IL i IL i IL i, , , , , , , where t( )IL i, is the exact predictive delay in the inbound link (that will be experienced by
users willing to enter the reservoir at t).

Both t( )IL i, and T t( )R i, are the result of traffic dynamics that will be observed inside the reservoir after t. During the simulation,
because we do not know the future evolution of the system at t, we choose to estimate these values based on the current state
observation:

=T t L V n t( ) / ( ( )),R i i, (9)

=t n t q t dt( ) ( )/ ( ),IL i IL i IL i, , out, , (10)

where n t( )IL i, is the accumulation and =q t dt q t dt( ) ( )IL i iout, , in, is the effective outflow of the inbound link i, estimated from the
previous time step t dt as we do not know it at t. Then, the estimation T t( )IL i, of the inbound link predictive travel time is directly
obtained with t( )IL i, as = +T t L v t t( ) / ( ) ( )IL i IL i IL i IL i, , , , .

For given route i, switching the users to the bypass Fi is achieved by splitting the inflow demand t( )i into the inbound link inflow
q t( )IL iin, , and the bypass inflow q t( )F iin, , according to the following model:

Case 1 If + <T t T t T( ) ( )IL i R i F i, , , , users switch to the reservoir route:

=t b q t dt t dt( ) (1 ) ( )/ ( ),i i F i iin, , (11a)

=q t t t( ) (1 ( )) ( ),IL i i iin, , (11b)

=q t t t( ) ( ) ( ).F i i iin, , (11c)

Case 2 Otherwise, users switch to the bypass:

= +t b q t dt t dt b( ) (1 ) ( )/ ( ) ,i i F i i iin, , (12a)

=q t t t q( ) max((1 ( )) ( ); ),IL i i i IL iin, , in, ,
min

(12b)

=q t t q t( ) ( ) ( ).F i i IL iin, , in, , (12c)

The inflow splitting coefficient t( ) [0, 1]i corresponds to the proportion of users on path i who just took the bypass alternative Fi
to reach their destination. The calculation of this coefficient is smoothed via (11a) and (12a), which represents the progressive
adaptation of the users to the instantaneous modification of the estimated travel times. The smoothing coefficients bi are in [0,1], the
application of UE discipline is quite instantaneous when the bi are chosen close to 1.

Then, the accumulation in each inbound link i is governed by the following conservation equation:

=
dn

dt
q t q t( ) ( ),IL i

IL i IL i
,

in, , out, , (13)

where the outflow is equal to the inflow in route i, i.e., =q t q t( ) ( )IL i iout, , in, . On the other hand, traffic dynamics in the bypass is
considered to be always constant travel time, thus represented by the following conservation equation with a fixed delay (the bypass
free-flow travel time TF i, ):
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=
dn

dt
q t q t T( ) ( ).F i

F i F i F i
,

in, , in, , , (14)

4.2. Emission model

Vehicle emissions can be obtained by emission models. Here, we use macroscopic emission rules that provide the emission rate (in
[g/km]) of a reference vehicle depending on the mean speed v t( ). These rules come from the COPERT IV framework (Ntziachristos
et al., 2009) and have been integrated with the fourth-degree polynomial for simplicity (Lejri et al., 2018). In this work, we obtained
the Emission Factor (EF) model of (NO )x and (CO )2 from COPERT IV based on the reference emission data recorded for the mean
speed v( ) profile of personal cars. Then, the evolution of the emission level E t( )dt (in [g]) of one pollutant between t and +t dt is
calculated as:

= × × ×E t EF v t n t v t dt( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ,dt (15)

where EF v t( ( )) is the emission factor of the pollutant considered (in [g/km]), n t( ) the accumulation and v t( ) the mean speed at t.
The emission factor EF v( ) is estimated through curve fitting technique applied to emission curves shown in Fig. 3. E t( )dt corresponds
to instantaneous emissions because it is calculated for a small-time step, =dt 1 s. On route i in the reservoir, n t( ) is the partial
accumulation n t( )i , and v t( ) is the reservoir mean speed v t( ). In the IL for route i n t, ( ) is the link accumulation n t( )IL i, , and v t( ) is
the link mean speed v t( )IL i, . On the bypass, n t( ) is the bypass accumulation n t( )F , and v t( ) is the bypass free-flow speed vF . The mean
speed in inbound link i is obtained as:

=v t
L

T t
( )

( )
,IL i

IL i

IL i
,

,

, (16)

where LIL i, and TIL i, are respectively the inbound link length and travel time.

4.3. Layer 1: optimal green routing

As explained in the introduction, it is difficult to enforce optimal green route guidance when users are free to choose their route
and often favor the shortest path in time. So, users usually comply with DUE discipline as discussed in Section 4.1. So, we are going
first to calculate what would be the optimal split between the central and suburbs routes for all OD pairs (layer 1) and then make
users comply with this by modifying the travel time on the central routes through gating. Note that the gating can only work if users

Fig. 3. NOx and CO2 emissions for passenger cars taken from COPERT IV model (Ntziachristos et al., 2009) and estimated curve represents the curve
obtained after applying curve fitting technique to relate mean speed with .emission factor.
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would be likely to enter the city while they should have taken the detour to minimize emission. This happens when the speed on the
central routes is low and when the extra emissions related to congestion exceed the extra emission generated by the extra distance
through the detour. So, we know in advance that the gating strategy will not match all time the optimal green routing strategy but at
least it would tend to it when possible.

In our proposed framework we consider two layers. The first layer is to determine the optimal green routing to minimize network-
wide emission. Here, we use only NOx to find optimal green routing. Let us assume the variable t( ) [0, 1]i

r as the optimal coef-
ficient for each bypass route, Fi and t(1 ( ))i

r for each regional route, Ri and inbound link, ILi. t( )i
r gives the optimal proportion of

users who should go to the bypass at t. So, in total, we will have six optimal coefficients = …t i( ) [0, 1] 2, ,7i
r . Now, the

objective is to find the values of t( )i
r which minimize network-wide emission for known demand profile ( t( )) and a fixed time

horizon. For this, we solve the Linear Programming (LP) problem to estimate optimal t( )i
r that minimizes the Total Emission (E ) for

a predefined time horizon of = 60 s. To calculate the emissions at each , we assume the fixed accumulation and speed (equal to the
values at t) for +t t[ , ]. The predicted E for each simulation time step between +t t[ , ] is calculated as follows:

= × × ×E t EF v t t L( ) ( ( )) ( ) ,F F i F i, , (17a)

Table 1
Values of the MFD model parameters used in the case study. All bypasses and the inbound links have the same characteristics.

Parameter Value Unit

Reservoir trip lengths L( )i [5 6 8.5 5.5 8 7.5 8.5]× 103 m
Reservoir maximum production P( )c 150000 veh.m/s
Reservoir free-flow speed v( ) 14 m/s
Reservoir jam accumulation n( )j 60000 veh
Reservoir critical accumulation n( )c 12000 veh
Bypass trip length L( )F i, [19.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 19.5 22.5]× 103 m
Bypass free-flow speed v( )F 14 m/s
Bypass free-flow travel time T( )F i, [1250 1428 1428 1428 1250 1428] s
Inbound link free-flow speeds v( )IL i, 19 m/s
Inbound link trip lengths L( )IL i, [2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5]× 103 m

Fig. 4. Traffic inflow demand profiles for all routes and its total.
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= × × ×E t EF v t t L( ) ( ( )) ( ) ,i i,res. (17b)

= × × ×E t EF v t t L( ) ( ( )) ( ) .IL IL i i IL i, , , (17c)

Combining (17a)-(17c) and considering optimal splitting coefficient, we get the total emission in the network as:

= + +E t E t t E E t t( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )(1 ( )).F i
r

t IL i
r

, ,res.( ) , (18a)

To find the optimal splitting coefficient t( )i
r at each time step t an LP problem is formulated as:

+ +E t t E t E t tmin ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))(1 ( )),
t

F i
r

IL i
r

( )
, ,res. ,

i
r (19a)

+t t t ts. t. 0 ( ) 1, [ , ].i
r (19b)

After obtaining the t( )i
r values for all time step between +t t[ , ], we apply a simple filtering technique corresponding to the moving

average as follows:

= + +t t t dt t dt( ) 1
4

( ( ) 2 ( ) ( 2 )).i
r

i
r

i
r

i
r

(20)

The obtained t( )i
r values are now considered as the reference for the perimeter gating control strategy in layer 2 for each time step t

over the time horizon +t t[ , ].
The values of controlled variable t( )i in the simulator were estimated at the exit of the reservoir based on the outflow observation

as:

=t q t dt t dt( ) 1 ( ( )/ ( )).i i iout, (21)

Note that it is straightforward to transform (19) into an objective function that minimize total time spent at the network-level, this
will be explore in Section 6.2.3.

Fig. 5. Performance evaluation of t( )i coefficient for nocontrol and network-wide NMPC.
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5. Layer 2: nonlinear model predictive control as a gating strategy

5.1. Concept

Nonlinear MPC is a well-known family of control algorithms used for designing and implementing feedback control systems. MPC
provides an effective and general means to design control systems for nonlinear multivariable systems with operating constraints on
input and output variables. In the MPC algorithm, the control action is obtained by solving a Constrained Finite-Time Optimal
Control (CFTOC) problem for the current state of the plant at each sampling time. The sequence of optimal control inputs is computed
for a predicted evolution of the system model over a finite-time horizon. However, only the first element of the control sequence is
applied, and the state of the system is then measured again at the next sampling time. This so-called Receding Horizon Controller
(RHC) introduces feedback to the system, thereby allowing for compensation of potential modeling errors or disturbances acting on
the system (Borrelli et al., 2017; Grüne and Pannek, 2017; Mayne, 2014).

5.2. Problem formulation for emission control

NMPC as a CFTOC problem (in discrete-time) for reference (network-wide emission) tracking is represented as follows:

+
… =

y y umin ( ) ),
u u k

N

k k Q k R
, , 0

1

ref,
2 2

N0 1 (22a)

= …+x f x u k N
s. t.

( , ), {0, , 1},k k k1 (22b)

= …y g x u k N( , ), {0, , 1},k k k (22c)

= …u u u t N, {0, , 1},k k k 1 (22d)

…u u u t N, {0, , 1},kmin max (22e)

=u u t T( ),s1 (22f)

Fig. 6. Performance evaluations of network-wide emissions and mean speed (left column) and reservoir emission and mean speed (right column) for
nocontrol and network-wide NMPC.
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=x x t( ),0 (22g)

where x y,n nx y, and u nu are the vector of state, output, and input, respectively at time tk , for time index k. In (22a), yref
corresponds to the reference values of the splitting coefficients t( )i

r (from layer 1 by (20)) and y corresponds to the outputs cor-
responding to splitting coefficient t( )i obtained from (21). Here, we consider NMPC with u formulation in order to prevent
oscillations and frequent shifting in the control actions and reduce steady state error (see Zegeye et al., 2009, Baskar et al., 2012, Li
et al., 2019)

We denote N as the prediction horizon and Ts as sampling time of the plant. The cost function is weighted by Q 0 and R 0. The
function f in (22b) describes the nonlinear dynamics of the traffic network under consideration which is as given by (1). The evolution
of the output yk is given by the function g according to (22c). The function ×f : n nx x is locally Lipschitz continuous and
g: n nx y is continuous. The optimization is accomplished with respect to …u u, , N0 1. Following the concept of a receding horizon
control, only the first optimized input, i.e., u0 is implemented to the system in (1). The whole procedure is then repeated at a next
sampling time with newly measured initial conditions in (22g).

The direct solution of the continuous-time CFTOC problem (22) comprised of two steps: integration, i.e., solving the Ordinary
Differential Equation (ODE) and solving a nonlinear optimization problem. The second task is computationally-complex, which needs
fast Nonlinear Programming (NLP) solvers and powerful hardware. Compounding this difficulty is the real-time aspects of NMPC,
where a result must be ready within one sample time.

5.3. Implementation

The proposed two-layered framework based on optimal routing and NMPC perimeter gating strategy with the MFD model were
implemented and synthesized in a MATLAB. The NMPC objective function is to reduce network-wide emission via optimal splitting
coefficients t( )i while minimizing the traffic flow at the six gates of the perimeter. In the implementation, time step of 1 s is
considered to measure the traffic states +x( )t 1 of the system whereas the optimal control actions u t( ( ))0 and references t( )i

r are
updated at each 60 s. In this work, we used the MATLAB environment to synthesize simulations and LP and NLP are solved using the
Interior Point Method (IPM) method. Prediction horizon (N), output penalty (Q), and input penalty (R) were set to 10, 0.001× ×n n( )u u ,
and 100× ×n n( )y y , respectively. The constraints on the input flow rate were set to u0.1 6k veh/s. The values of constraints are
determined based on the uncontrolled simulations.

Fig. 7. Response of inbound link emissions and mean speed (left column) and bypass emissions and mean speed (right column) for nocontrol and
network-wide NMPC.
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6. Simulation results

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the designed NMPC and optimal routing strategy, a case study is considered and the results
are compared with the Nocontrol (NC) case. The values of the MFD model parameters used in the case study are given in Table 1.

To create the congestion scenario, the inflow demand for the internal trip was kept high for a total simulation time of 8 h. Fig. 4
shows the inflow demand profiles of routes ( …R R, ,1 7) used in the case study.

6.1. Network-wide emission control

Fig. 5 shows the response of NMPC strategy while tracking t( )i
r values. For control case, during the network loading period

measured t( )i values are zero as shown in the zoom part of Fig. 5(a), during that time there was no outflow at the exit of the
reservoir. After that, there was a gradual increase in the outflows and a decrease in the t( )i values. The spike in the t( )i was due to
the first outputs at the exit of the reservoir. However, it can be observed that in some parts especially during high inflow demands
(from 3600–21000 s), 2 and 4 values are trying to catch references but this is not possible due to the DUE discipline which enforces
the limitation on the number of users.

On the other hand, 5 and 6 are able to track references for a long duration. In cases of 3 and 7 reference values oscillate during
high demand and accumulation and NMPC is trying to optimally track these reference values considering the DUE. For 3 and 7,
reference values oscillate between 0 and 1, which is because of routes R3 and R7 have the longest trip lengths. For the NC case,

, , ,2 3 5 6 and 7 values oscillate during high congestion, except for 4 which is due to the highest outflow on the R4.
Fig. 6 depicts the emission levels of NOx and CO2 and mean speed in the whole network (left column) and the reservoir (right

column). Note here that CO2 is only monitored and is not taken into account in the calculation of t( )i . It can be observed that, with
the proposed strategy there is a significant decrease in the network-wide and reservoir emissions and an increase in mean speeds.
With NMPC, the amount of NOx is reduced by 235 kg and CO2 by 15854 kg. It indicates that the proposed strategy is beneficial for the
perimeter area as well as in total.

Fig. 7 depicts the total emission levels of NOx and CO2 and mean speed on the inbound link (left column) and the bypass (right
column). With NMPC, on the inbound links total (sum of ILi) emissions are reduced and mean speed is increased. This result may look
contradictory because the main point of our strategy is to introduce queues on inbound links to detour vehicles to bypass routes. A
closer look at the results shows that the control acts more smartly. During the onset of congestion, it first restricts sooner the inflow at
route 7 and diverting flow on the bypass route. Besides that, it increases the outflow from the reservoir improving traffic conditions
with higher speed. So, queues are in the end in total less severe in inbound links than for the uncontrol case due to the combination of

Fig. 8. Response of total accumulation (a), inflow (b), and outflow (c) inside the reservoir for nocontrol and network-wide NMPC.
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these two effects. Between time 1570–1970 s, emissions on the bypass is reduced below the NC due to the decrease in the accu-
mulation on the bypass (see Fig. 9)) and increase in the accumulation of reservoir (see Fig. 8(a)). The oscillations in the mean speed
are due to the inflow which is also oscillating (see Fig. 8(e)). As expected, with NMPC bypass have high emissions as compared to the
NC. This is due to the fixed mean speed on all the bypasses.

Fig. 8 presents the total accumulation, inflow, and outflow inside the reservoir. It can be seen that during the loading and
unloading period the total accumulation inside the perimeter is almost similar in NC and NMPC cases. During the high demand
period, the NC drives the reservoir in high congestion sooner as compared to the NMPC case and the opposite effect can be seen
during the unloading period. Moreover, total accumulation with the NMPC case is around the critical value which keeps good traffic
conditions in the reservoir. The bump in the accumulation (from 1700 to 2000 s) is due to the more inflow to track t( )i

r which has
reduced the mean speed inside the reservoir.

Fig. 9 shows the accumulation on each route inside the reservoir (a), inbound link/queue (b) and accumulation on the bypass (c).
For the nocontrol case, all routes inside the reservoir have high congestion expect on route 6 and for network-wide control case
accumulations are significantly reduced. It can be seen that for the nocontrol case during high demand period except IL 6 all other IL
has long queues and with NMPC queues are reduced due to the increased mean speeds and increased inflow to the reservoir. In the
case of the bypass routes, F7 and F3 have more accumulation with NMPC case due to the trip length of R7 and R3.

Fig. 10 (a) shows the route-wise TTS and (b) total (sum of reservoir, ILs, and bypass) in the network, and exit production of the
network in Fig. 10 (c). It can be observed that the total TTS with NMPC is less which is better for the users to finish their trips in less
time. The exit production is calculated as the sum of all route outflows multiplied by their trip length inside the reservoir:

=
=

P t L q t( ) ( ).
i

i iout
1

out,
(23)

P t( )out shows the performance of the network under free-flow and congestion states. For the NC case, we observe over-saturation in
the reservoir as the accumulation n t( ) exceeds the critical accumulation nc.

6.1.1. Performances with different demand profiles
To further test the performance of the proposed network-wide NMPC under higher and lower congestion levels, we run again the

simulation with scale-up and down demand profiles i.e., baseline (shown in Fig. 4) remains the same but the total number of
generated vehicles is first increased by 5 and 10% and then decrease by 5, 10, 15, and 20%. Note that the reference demand profile

Fig. 9. Response of accumulation in the reservoir (a), inbound links (b), and bypasss (c) for nocontrol and network-wide NMPC.
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shown in Fig. 4 is already designed to have enough congestion inside the network for the nocontrol case. This will show the per-
formance of the network-wide NMPC and give us operating conditions when it performs better as compared to the nocontrol case.

Fig. 11 shows the performance improvement (NOx emission reduction) of the proposed network-wide emission control strategy
when compared with the nocontrol case. Original demand profile (0% in Fig. 11) shows the NOx emission reduction of 9.34% as
compared to nocontrol case. When we increase the demands by 5%, congestion inside the reservoir increases above critical but still it
is less than in nocontrol case. Due to the DUE, accumulation on inbound links and bypass increases which consequently increases the
emissions. It is observed that during loading and unloading period emissions on bypass increases (as compared to nocontrol case)
which is then compensated by decrease in emissions on IL and inside the reservoir. Overall, the emissions obtained by network-wide
controller are better than nocontrol case but the reduction is moderate. Next, we increased the demands by 10% which creates very
high congestion inside the reservoir. DUE moves vehicles to IL and bypass which generates high emissions. Similar to the 5%
situation, during loading and unloading periods emission increases on bypass but increase is much higher and it is slightly com-
pensated during congestion period on IL and inside the reservoir. In this situation of demands, network-wide controller shows only
minor improvement in NOx emission as compared to the nocontrol case. We further tested the performance with increasing demands
by 20% but the demands are so high that network-wide NMPC shows no improvement and increase the emissions as compared to the
nocontrol case. However, it should be noted that, this scenario is relatively very congested. With this more demand, the inner-city
goes to the gridlock.

We performed the tests with scaling down the demands by 5% which shows the high congestion in the nocontrol case and minor
congestion in the control case. Here we observed that during the congestion period NMPC performs very well and tracks desired
references which are around 0.5 for 3 and 7 and other are around 0. Due to the DUE and well tracking of optimal coefficients by
NMPC, there is a significant reduction of emissions inside the reservoir and IL, but at the same time increase on bypass. As there is less
demand, during the congestion period, the mean speed inside the reservoir and IL increased and reservoir accumulation is above and
around nc.

Similarly, we scaled down demands by 10% which shows high congestion in nocontrol and minor congestion in the control case.
The same response is observed as that of −5% but in this case accumulation inside the reservoir is below and around nc which helps

Fig. 10. Response of route-wise TTS (a), total TTS (b), and production MFD (c) at the exit for nocontrol and network-wide NMPC.
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to reduce emissions in the reservoir and IL. As a result of that, we get a significant reduction in the whole network. We further
decreased the demands by 15%, which shows minor congestion in the both control and uncontrol cases. In this case, only 7 reference
is around 0.5 and the other are references are 0. DUE and NMPC divert fewer vehicles to bypass and IL as there is less demand. The
emissions on the bypass are increased, which is compensated by emissions in the reservoir and IL. Overall, the emission reduction is
1.25% as compared to the nocontrol case.

We again decreased the demands by 20%, which shows no congestion in control and nocontrol case. In this case, 3 and 7
references are 1 and other 0. But, NMPC is can not track the desired reference due to the less demand and there is no accumulation on
bypass and IL. The mean speed in the reservoir and IL is almost the same in the nocontrol and control case. Overall, there is a minor
reduction in the emissions due to the reduction in emissions in the reservoir. For further scaled down demand by −30%, there is no
reduction in emissions as compared to no control case.

The above results show that the proposed network-wide emission control strategy shows improvements for the demands which
generates minor to moderate congestion inside the reservoir. For these demands (0%, −5%, and −10%) it is observed that the
accumulation inside the reservoir is around nc which means the proposed strategy not only reduces emissions but also maintains the
congestion in the reservoir around nc.

6.2. Comparison with other control strategies

This section discusses the performance comparison of four control strategies designed for different objectives: (I) classical peri-
meter control strategy designed for traffic congestion control inside the reservoir, (II) reservoir emission control strategy designed for
NOx emission control only inside the reservoir, (III) our proposed strategy designed for network-wide emission control, which we
presented in Sections 4 and 5, and (IV) network-wide congestion control.

6.2.1. Strategy I: classical perimeter (reservoir congestion) control
In the last few years, perimeter control strategies were focused on increasing the throughput of a given region with few concerns

about the impacts on emission inside and more important outside the controlled area. Authors in Zegeye et al. (2009) showed that
this is not marginal. To compare the performance of the proposed approach, a classical perimeter control strategy is designed to
improve traffic conditions inside the reservoir by maximizing the throughput. Here we used the NMPC strategy to track the total
accumulation (n) in the reservoir to critical accumulation (nc) value which was set to 12000 veh. In the NMPC, CFTOC problem

Fig. 11. Performance of the proposed network-wide NMPC strategy with different demand profiles. The percentage on the x-axis indicates the
percentage increase or decrease in demand profile relative to the baseline (as shown in Fig. 4) demand and y-axis indicate the NOx emission
reduction by network-wide NMPC as compared to the. nocontrol case.
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similar to (22) was used with objective function as follows:

+
… =

n n umin ( ) ),
u u k

N

k c k Q k R
, , 0

1

,
2 2

N0 1 (24a)

s. t. (22b) (22g), (24b)

where nc corresponds to the reference value of total accumulation and n corresponds to the predicted total accumulation. The used
NMPC settings were the same as in Section 5.3 except the control update time which is 1 s. Here, simulation time step is 1 s.

6.2.2. Strategy II: reservoir emission control
The instantaneous emission curves for NOx and CO2 are given in Fig. 3. As the free-flow speed inside the reservoir is 50.4 km/h, all

the possible emission levels are represented by the decreasing left branches of both curves. Thus, to minimize the instantaneous
emission inside the reservoir, we need to keep the speed levels close to the free-flow speed since travel distances are constant inside
the reservoir. The emissions can be minimized inside the reservoir if they are equal to zero, but this will force all the vehicles to take a
longer alternative and significantly generate higher total emissions in the network. To reduce the emission inside the reservoir, we
designed a NMPC strategy to track optimal mean speed ( =v 50 km/hr ) which corresponds to low-emission levels.

In the NMPC, CFTOC problem similar to (22) was used with the objective function as follows:

+
… =

v v umin ( ) ),
u u k

N

k k Q k R
, , 0

1
r 2 2

N0 1 (25a)

s. t. (22b) (22g), (25b)

where v r corresponds to the reference value of free-flow speed inside the reservoir and v corresponds to the predicted mean speed in
the reservoir. Here, control update time is set to 60 s and simulation time step is 1 s.

6.2.3. Strategy IV: network-wide congestion control
Our two-layer control framework can be easily extended to account for other objective function at the network-level. For example

here, we change the emission minimization in (19) by a total travel time minimization and compare the overall performance. Similar
to the network-wide emission control problem, we solve the LP problem to estimate optimal t( )i

r that minimizes the total

Fig. 12. Response of total (left column) and reservoir (right column) emissions and mean speed for nocontrol case and four control strategies.
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accumulation (A ) for a predefined time horizon of = 60 s. The network-wide accumulation at each is calculated by assuming the
fixed accumulation and speed (equal to the values at t) for +t t[ , ]. The predicted A for each simulation time step between +t t[ , ]
is calculated as follows:

=
× ×

A t
t L

v t
( )

( )
( )

,F
i F i

F
,

,

(26a)

= × ×A t t L
v t
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,i i
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Combining (26a)-(26c) and considering the optimal splitting coefficient, we get total accumulation in the network as:

= + +A t A t t A A t t( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ))(1 ( )).F i
r

t IL i
r

, ,res.( ) , (27a)

To find the optimal splitting coefficient t( )i
r at each time step t an LP problem is formulated as:

+ +A t t A t A t tmin ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))(1 ( )),
t

F i
r

IL i
r

( )
, ,res. ,

i
r (28a)

+t t t ts. t. 0 ( ) 1, [ , ].i
r (28b)

After obtaining the t( )i
r values for all time step between +t t[ , ], we apply a simple filtering technique corresponding to the moving

average as given in (20). The obtained t( )i
r values are considered as the reference for the network-wide accumulation control

strategy in layer 2 for each time step t over the time horizon +t t[ , ]. The values of controlled variable t( )i in the simulator were
estimated at the exit of the reservoir based on the outflow observation as given in (21).

6.2.4. Performance comparison
Fig. 12 shows the evaluation of total (network-wide) and reservoir emissions for all four control strategies. It can be seen for total

NOx and CO2 emissions that during the network loading period (1–6000 s), all strategies show similar response as nocontrol case.
However, for the network-wide case during the high demand period, strategy II shows the highest emissions due to the reduced mean

Fig. 13. Response of inbound link (left column) and bypass (right column) emissions and mean speed for nocontrol case and four control strategies.
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speed, as the designed controller is better for reservoir and not for the whole network and strategy III shows the lowest emissions due
to the increased speed as NMPC is designed to reduce network-wide emissions. This shows the effectiveness of the network-wide
emission control strategy. Strategies I and IV show emission values between strategies II and III which is as expected due to the
objective functions of the NMPC.

In the reservoir, during the loading period, strategy II shows the lowest emissions due to the highest possible mean speed. For the
high demand period, all four control strategies show reduced emission levels as compared to the nocontrol case due to the increased
mean speed in the reservoir. As expected, strategy II shows the lowest emissions among all strategies as controller tracks desired mean
speed which gives the lowest emissions. Strategy IV shows less emissions as compared to strategies II and III. This is due to the
reduced accumulation (see Fig. 14) and increased mean speed in the reservoir. Emissions of strategy III in the reservoir are higher
than for control strategies but at the same time the accumulation is around nc which utilizes the optimal capacity of the reservoir.

Fig. 13 shows the emissions and speed in the inbound link and bypass routes for all four strategies. On the inbound links strategy I
shows the highest emissions whereas strategy III shows the lowest. The mean speed in strategy II is reduced and shows up and down
peaks which gives more emissions at those peaks but on average, the emission level of strategy II is lower than strategy I. Strategy IV
shows better emissions than strategies I and II but a little bit higher than III, this is due to the lower accumulation (see Fig. 15 (a)) and
higher mean speed in strategy IV.

On the bypass routes, strategy II gives the highest emission levels due to the increased accumulation as bypass speed is constant.
Also, strategy I shows less emissions than other strategies due to reduced accumulation. The nocontrol case shows the lowest
emissions due to the low accumulation on the bypass. However, it shows the highest emission and accumulation in the reservoir. The
higher emissions for strategy IV as compared to I and III is due to the higher accumulation.

Fig. 14 shows the comparison of accumulation, inflow, and outflow inside the reservoir for all four control strategies. As expected,
strategy I keeps accumulation at nc. Strategy II shows the lowest accumulation as it is designed to track the mean speed in the
reservoir, which keeps low inflow and outflow. Strategy III shows accumulation around nc due to the DUE and gating controller
which tries to keep network-wide emissions at the desired green routing coefficients. Strategy IV shows accumulation lower than nc as
DUE and gating controller detour more vehicles to the bypass routes due to the higher mean speed and high capacity of the bypass
routes. Also, strategy IV shows lower inflow and outflow than strategies I and III.

Fig. 14. Response of accumulation (a), inflow (b), and outflow (c) inside the reservoir for nocontrol case and four control strategies.
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Fig. 15. Response of inbound link accumulation (a) and bypass accumulation (b) for nocontrol case and four control strategies.

Fig. 16. Response of TTS (a) and production MFD (b) at the exit for nocontrol case and four control strategies.
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Fig. 15 shows the accumulation on the inbound link and bypass route. On the inbound link, strategy IV shows the lowest
accumulations due to the increased mean speed whereas strategy II shows the highest accumulation due to the decreased speed.

For bypass routes, strategy II shows the highest accumulation as it tries to keep a higher mean speed in the reservoir by decreasing
inflow to the reservoir through the gating controller. So, more vehicles detour to the bypass or creates queue at the inbound link.

Fig. 16 shows the TTS and exit production MFD for four strategies used to track different objectives. Due to the increased
accumulation on the inbound link and bypass, strategy II shows the highest TTS whereas strategy IV shows the lowest TTS due to the
less accumulation on IL and the reservoir. The low TTS for strategy IV is expected as this one is supposed to give the best traffic
conditions, i.e., the lowest delays and thus lowest TTS.

Fig. 16(b) illustrates the evolution of P t( )out versus n t( ) for four strategies. For the nocontrol case, we can observe over-saturation
at 150000 veh·m/s in the reservoir as the accumulation n t( ) exceeds the critical accumulation nc. For strategy II production is around
111000 veh·m/s at 8200 veh and strategy III has an exit production of 150000 veh·m/s at accumulation 17000 veh which is a little
higher than critical accumulation. Due to accumulation tracking in strategy I, its accumulation is at =n veh12000c and exit production
at 150000 veh·m/s. For strategy IV, accumulation in the reservoir is veh12145 and exit production is 150000 veh·m/s. Table 2 gives
the summary of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) used to compare uncontrol and four control strategies. Given values in the table
are calculated for the whole simulation time (28800 s/8 h) in the form of percentage (%) with respect to the uncontrolled case. Values
indicated in red show a negative effect and values in green show a significant positive effect of the control case, whereas values in
black indicate no effect.

Table 2
Performance comparison of uncontrol and gating control approaches for different
objectives.
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7. Conclusions

This paper proposed an efficient network-wide emission control strategy, that balances traffic conditions in the inner-city and the
suburb network to minimize total emission in the full network. We developed a new methodological modeling framework, that
predicts traffic dynamics and the consequences of the control actions. It combines an accumulation-based MFD model for the inner-
city and simple conservation laws for inbound links and the suburb network. Users follow a classical UE discipline when arbitrating
between several routing alternatives.

The control strategy is composed of two layers. The first layer is the optimal green routing and determine the splitting coefficients
( t( )i

r ) which give the optimal route choice corresponding to low emission route between inner-city and suburb routes. The values of
the splitting coefficients from the first layer are then utilized as the reference for perimeter control in the second layer. While this first
layer resorts to very simple assumptions about traffic dynamics, i.e., traffic states are supposed stationary over the optimization
horizon, the simulation results prove that, this is sufficient to provide accurate enough t( )i

r values as references for the gating
strategy. This is very interesting as this shows that we can resort to a very rough but fast optimization framework at this level to
monitor the optimal distribution of OD flow over the different alternatives at the city level. Here the simulations highlight that what
really matters is to start the diversion of vehicles to suburb routes at the right time, i.e., when congestion is not yet established rather
than following a very rigorous splitting scheme. The second layer is the NMPC-based gating control strategy. NMPC is developed
based on our modeling framework to track green emission coefficients (obtained from layer 1) by regulating the optimal entry flows
to the city center. The proposed approach is demonstrated through traffic simulation by considering a case study involving six OD
pairs and six bypass routes.

Presented results showed that the proposed control strategy can reduce network-wide NOx emission by 9.34% and CO2 emission by
6.01% along with the decrease in the TTS by 19.65% as compared to nocontrol strategy. Moreover, the proposed strategy also helps to
protect the reservoir from severe congestion. The performance of the developed approach is demonstrated and compared with three
other control strategies designed for (i) classical perimeter control for traffic congestion control inside the reservoir (ii) emission
control inside the reservoir, and (iii) network-wide congestion control. Comparative analysis shows that the proposed strategy
outperforms other strategies. To broaden the validity of the results, in the future we are aiming to consider a multi-reservoir city
network and look for on-field experimentation.
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